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Agenda (https://indico.cern.ch/event/824329/) 

1. EN-CV Activities on the Critical Path 

 

Present: E. Amarilla Garcia, M. Battistin, G.P. Di Giovanni, A. Findlay, M. Haase, D. Hay, M. Meddahi, B. 
Mikulec, M. Paoluzzi, F. Pedrosa. 
 
Excused: J. Coupard, G. M. Georgiev, G. Petrika, G. Rumolo. 

1. PSB LS2 Shutdown Activities: Brief Status and Issues (D. Hay) 

D. Hay reported about the status of the EN-CV activities on the critical path, slides available here. 
 
Issue 1: non-conformity in the welding of the new pipes in PSB section 5. 
 
As part of the renovation of the PSB cooling system, new pipes have to installed in the PSB section 5, 
close to the new Finemet installation. The radiography done in w21 showed a potential weld failure, 
requiring a pressure test. The installation of the new Finemet system is planned to start on w23, and 
any delay would directly impact the RF program (all Finemet installation are planned sequentially). 
 
E. Amarilla Garcia reported that today a pressure test was performed. The test lasted 1 hour and 
the pressure was raised up to 38 bars and no leak was found. The results have been validated by HSE. 
As during normal operation the pressure could be reduced to 10 bars, EN-CV is evaluating the risk of 
keeping this welding based on the probability of failure and the level of the default. With high 
probability the welding non-conformity is going to be accepted and a penalty is going to be applied 
to the company which performed the welding. While EN-CV will gather additional information on 
the welding issue with MME, the Finemet installation in period 5 will start in w23. The Finemet 
installation is a time sensitive activity, so it should not be delayed. 
 
M. Meddahi asked if it would be wise to consider fixing the non-conformity in future (E)YETS.  
M. Battistin agreed to the statement that EN-CV should regularly check for leaks, but as of today 
there is no reason to believe that the valve will fail due to the non-conform welding. So there is not 
explicit planning to intervene on these pipes post-LS2 if no leak is found. He will report at the 
upcoming LIU meeting with EN-CV about a complete explanation of the non-conformity and why it 
could be accepted by EN-CV. 
 
D. Hay asked if the scaffolding shown in slide 2 (on the right) could be removed as soon as possible 
as it blocks the activity of BE-RF for the Finemet installation. E. Amarilla Garcia confirmed that the 
contractors will work on Saturday as well and the scaffolding should be removed by Monday.   
 
A discussion followed on the procedure followed to request checks of the welding. As part of the 
contract done, EN-CV can request an increasing percentage of welding works to be checked. The 
common strategy is to check about 10% of the welding in critical locations. If the welding is non-
conform, it should be redone or checked for leaks and after the second failure of the same company, 
EN-CV could request checking 100% of the welding. B. Mikulec asked if it would be worth 
considering performing 100% of the checks as this is not the first welding which failed. M. Battistin 
and E. Amarilla Garcia said that EN-CV will evaluate this, but demanding 100% of the welding to be 
checked will significantly slow down the activity. EN-CV will anyway continue checking more critical 
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locations and increase the percentage of checks to be done.  At the LIU meeting with EN-CV on 4th 
June, G. Petrika reported that the level of checks will be increased to 30%. 
 
 
 
 
Issue 2: renovation of the PSB cooling system in the BAT 
 
Among the parallel activities of EN-CV in the PSB surface and tunnel, the piping installation in the 
BAT should be completed by the end of w22. On the other hand, EN-EL lamented unplanned 
installation of valves on top of cables which are belonging to the LLRF. These are very delicate cables 
and the details of this installation have to be reviewed. G. M. Georgiev had provided with a few 
images of the pipes installed 
 
E. Amarilla Garcia said that it is not feasible to weld pipes in this area, especially given the vicinity 
to the cables. The pipes installation shown already required a handful of experts to work in a confined 
area. She re-assured that the pipes are not laying on the cables but they are well supported. On the 
other hand, the concern of EN-EL is pertinent, so EN-CV asked if it could be possible to lower by ~5 
cm the cable trays. Action: D. Hay will follow up on Monday with E. Amarilla Garcia and G. M. 
Georgiev about the possibility to lower the cable trays by ~5 cm in the BAT. 
The request implies that the work cannot be completed by w22, as expected. E. Amarilla Garcia 
explained that EN-CV will re-shuffle their activities, by advancing the work in other area and re-start 
the activity in the BAT as soon as a solution is found with EN-EL. This should prevent adding delays 
to the overall EN-CV schedule. 
 
Follow-up: EN-ACE, EN-CV and EN-EL experts met on Monday 3rd June. EN-EL evaluated too risky to 
move the cables, as these are old and fragile cables. Similar problematic with lowering the tray. This 
request would need validation with integration, as this could limit the height and of the corridor and 
it could affect transport or other installation. The agreement found was that EN-CV will prepare a 
metallic protection attached to the wall and not supported by the cables to avoid any collision of the 
pipe with the cables during installation. A representative of EN-EL will also join the activity to 
monitor the well-being of the cables. It is important to remark that until today no cable damage is 
related to EN-CV activities. In w23 EN-CV should proceed with the installation. 
 
E. Amarilla Garcia reported that EN-CV spotted a few cables belonging to an RF system, which show 
clear sign of deterioration and the copper underneath is visible. After a first investigation the cables 
seemed to belong to the PSB TFB. Action: A. Findlay and G. Kotzian to investigate the status of the 
cables, their usage and if a replacement is needed.  After the meeting, A. Findlay prepared a detailed 
report on the status of the cables, attached here. From the report the aforementioned cables are used 
for the old TFB system that should be the back-up for the new system which will be commissioned 
immediately after LS2. The new system does not require these cables. The damage appears to be due 
to the age of the cables, and is only obvious on the external insulation at this point. The system was 
fully operational with these cables up until the start of LS2. Action: the system experts (A. Blas, W. 
Hofle, G. Kotzian) should inform if these cables need to be replaced. 
  
 
 
 
 
 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/824329/contributions/3447582/attachments/1852088/3045184/PSB_TFB_Old_System_Delay_Cables_Damage_Visual_Checks.pdf
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Issue 3: PSB cooling plant in B237 
 
SMB has recently informed EN-CV that the new cooling towers are too heavy for the existing 
building structures and reinforcement measures are required to both the new platform and 237 
roof. The work could impact the planning and equipment readiness for the RF finemetpowering 
tests programed mid-November. 
 
The associated ECR is https://edms.cern.ch/document/1969784/0.1. Indeed in the ECR the need 
for a possible reinforcement of the metallic structure was mentioned. 
 
M. Battistin presented the recent proposal from SMB, which has been optimized for expenses and 
time. Four new beams are needed to support the steel structure. The integration may need to be 
redone as one of the beam seems to collide with the proposed EN-CV installation. The work has 
high priority due to the impact on the schedule. So far up to 3 weeks of delay could be possible. EN-
CV plans to recover the present delay by anticipating installation in other areas of the roof.  
M. Paoluzzi underlined that any delay in providing cooling for the PSB RF Finemet cavities will 
automatically translate in a delay in their commissioning. M. Meddahi asked EN-CV to put in action 
all possible means to keep the planned date for the completion of the cooling water plant and, so 
far, no delay shall be assumed. The situation will be monitored closely by the LIU-PSB management 
and technical coordination. In case the delay could not be recovered, the issue will have to be 
discussed at the highest level of management given the time critical impact on the LS2 schedule, e.g. 
allocate extra resources to complete the work on time. 
 
Follow-up: EN-CV is working with SMB to exactly estimate the foreseen delay. The initial 3 weeks 
assumed the possibility to conduct parallel activities. On the other hand, this may not be the case 
for all of them. The final strategy with possible mitigations will be defined after EN-CV has 
evaluated the delay. The picture should be clear in w24. 
 
Action: G.P. Di Giovanni, B. Mikulec and D. Hay to work in close collaboration with EN-CV the 
evolution of the PSB cooling plant in B237 and report to LIU if the delay cannot be recovered. 
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